**Jambul-jambul**

*Jambul-jambul* is one of the recently recorded children’s game played by both girls and boys of 7 to 15 years of age.

To play first a rectangle is drawn on the ground with each side 1 meter. Than this rectangle is divided into another 4 squares of equal size and in the middle of the rectangle a circle is drawn which is called “jambul”.

Six piece rocks of the same size (round and to the size of a tennis ball) is chosen and a put in the middle of the circle on top of one another. Than players chose a distance and from the chosen distance will aim to hit the rocks with a small ball. One of the players is chosen to be a «jambul» guard. When the ball hits the rocks and they fell down the next task is for the players quickly to spread them in those squares. The «guard's» task is to protect the “jambul” so that players won’t be able to spread the rocks into the squares and in doing so he will be throwing the ball to them and whoever gets hit by the ball is out of the game. If it happens that the ball rolls away far and by the time the «guard» gets it back the players put the rocks into the entire square the game restarts.

*Jambul-jambul* is played also in teams when one team competes against another. It is also possible to draw triangles instead of rectangle etc.